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WORLD GOLD COINS
3949*
Austria, two thousand schilling, 1989 (KM.2990).
Uncirculated.
$1,500

3942
Austria, Franz Joseph, ten francs, 1892 restrike (KM.2260).
One with a few small edge nicks and a few small scratches,
otherwise extremely fine. (2)
$280

3950
Bahamas, Elizabeth II, proof fifty dollars, 1981, 1982
(KM.86, 92). In cases of issue with certificates, FDC. (2)
$120

3943*
Austria, Franz Joseph, ducat, 1915 restrike (KM.2267).
FDC.
$120

3951*
Bermuda, Elizabeth II, proof ten dollars, 1996 (Coronation
1937 portrait) (KM.138). FDC.
$200

3944
Austria, Franz Joseph, ducat 1915 restrike (KM.2267);
France, Republic, twenty francs, 1913 (KM.857). Extremely
fine; good extremely fine. (2)
$400

3952
British Virgin Islands, proof one hundred dollars, 1976 50th
Birthday QEII (KM.8). In pack of issue, FDC.
$400

3945
Austria, Franz Joseph, twenty corona, 1902 (KM.2806).
Nearly extremely fine.
$250

3953
British Virgin Islands, Elizabeth II, proof one hundred
dollars, 1976 (KM.8). In wallet of issue, FDC.
$350

3946
Austria, Franz Joseph, ten corona, 1910 (KM.2816);
Trinidad and Tobago, proof one hundred dollars, 1976
(KM.37). Extremely fine; FDC. (2)
$250

3954*
British Virgin Islands, proof one hundred dollars, 2002,
Centennial of the Teddy Bear (KM.203); Liberia, Republic,
proof ten dollars, 2002, Teddy Bear Centennial (KM.-).
FDC. (2)
$300

3947*
Austria, Franz Joseph, one hundred corona, 1915 restrike
(KM.2819). Uncirculated.
$1,500
3948
Austria, Franz Joseph, one hundred corona, 1915 restrike
(KM.2819). Uncirculated. (2)
$3,000

3955*
Canada, Newfoundland, Queen Victoria, two dollars,
1882H (KM.5). Extremely fine.
$400
450

3962*
Denmark, Christian IX, ten kroner, 1898HC (KM.790.2).
Nearly uncirculated.
$200

3956*
Canada, George V, sovereign, 1911C (Ottawa) (KM.20).
Choice uncirculated.
$400

Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and previously Status International Sale 310
(lot 6528).

Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.

3963*
Denmark, Christian IX, twenty kroner, 1900 (KM.791.2).
Extremely fine.
$400

3957*
Canada, George V, ten dollars, 1914 (KM.27).
Uncirculated.
$1,200

3964*
Denmark, Frederick VIII, ten kroner, 1909 (KM.809).
Uncirculated.
$300

3958*
Canada, Elizabeth II, proof twenty dollars, 1967 (KM.71).
FDC.
$750

3965*
Denmark, Frederick VIII, ten kroner, 1908 (KM.809).
Brilliant uncirculated.
$200
part

Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and previously Status International Sale 310
(lot 6795).

3959*
Canada, Elizabeth II, proof one hundred dollars, 1976
(Olympics) (KM.116). In cases of issue with certificates,
FDC. (2)
$1,500
3960
Cook Islands, proof one hundred dollars, 1975, Cook's 2nd
Voyage (KM.13). In case of issue, FDC.
$350

3966*
Denmark, Frederick VIII, twenty kroner, 1910, (KM.810).
Extremely fine.
$400

3961
Cook Islands, Elizabeth II, proof one hundred dollars, 1975
(KM.13). In case with certificate, FDC.
$350
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3967*
Denmark, Frederik VIII, twenty kroner, 1912 (KM.810).
Uncirculated.
$400

3972*
Ethiopia, Haile Selassie, half talari EE1929 (AD 1930)
(KM.31). Good extremely fine.
$700

Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and previously Status International Sale 310
(lot 6529).

3973*
Fiji, two hundred dollars, 1980, 10th Anniversary
of Independence, Prince Charles (KM.47). Choice
uncirculated.
$500

3968*
Denmark, Christian X, twenty kroner, 1914 (KM.817.1).
Nearly extremely fine.
$350

3974*
Finland, twenty markkaa, 1879S (KM.9). Nearly
uncirculated.
$500

3969*
Finland, Alexander II, (1855-1881), ten markaa, 1881S
(KM.8.2). Nearly uncirculated, scarce.
$250
Ex H.D. Rauch, Auktion 12, (lot 2359) with its ticket.

3975*
France, Charles VIII (1560-1574), ecu d'or au soliel,
MDLXVIII (1568) dot under A of FRANC, T in centre of
reverse (Nantes) (C.1346) (F.378). Spade mark and edge
chip, otherwise very fine and rare.
$400

3970*
Egypt, Arab Republic, one pound (1973) 75th Anniversary
of the National Bank (KM.440). Choice uncirculated.
$500

Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and previously Status International Sale 310
(lot 6542).

3976*
France, Louis XVI, double Louis d'or, 1786A (KM.592.1).
Full mint bloom brilliance, obverse slight surface marks,
otherwise uncirculated.
$1,000

3971*
Egypt, Arab Republic, five pounds (1973) 75th Anniversary
of the National Bank (KM.441). Uncirculated and scarce,
only 1,000 minted.
$2,000

Ex Gray Donaldson Collection, from International Numismatics 2001.
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3977*
France, Louis XVI, double Louis d'or, 1790W (Lille)
(KM.592.15). Some mint bloom, attractive, good extremely
fine or nearly uncirculated.
$1,000

part

3982*
France, Louis XVIII, twenty francs 1824A (KM.712.1);
Napoleon III, twenty francs 1854A (KM.781.1), Third
Republic twenty francs, 1891A (KM.825). Very fine; polished
very fine; extremely fine. (3)
$900

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 76 (lot 2341) and Gray Donaldson
Collection.

3978*
France, Empire, Napoleon I, twenty francs, 1812A
(KM.695.1). Very fine.
$350
3983*
France, Louis Philippe I, twenty francs, 1831W Lille mint,
(KM.746.4). Very fine.
$350

3979*
France, Louis XVIII, twenty francs 1814A (KM.706.1).
Nearly extremely fine.
$350
Ex C.S.Hodgson Collection.
part

3984*
France, Louis Napoleon Bonaparte, twenty francs, 1852A
(KM.774); Switzerland, twenty francs, 1935B (KM.35.1).
Nearly extremely fine; good extremely fine. (2)
$600
3980*
France, Louis XVIII, twenty francs, 1815R (London)
(KM.706.7). Nearly very fine, scarce.
$400

3985*
France, Napoleon III, one hundred francs, 1857A
(KM.786.1). Good very fine.
$1,500

3981*
France, Louis XVIII, forty francs, 1817A (KM.713.1). Nearly
extremely fine.
$600
Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and previously Status International Sale 301
(lot 6807).
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3991*
Germany, Hamburg (City), twenty mark 1900J, (KM.295).
Nearly extremely fine.
$350

3986*
France, Napoleon III, one hundred francs, 1868A
(KM.802.1). Nearly extremely fine.
$1,500
3987
France, Third Republic, gold ten francs 1907, twenty francs
1908, (KM.846, 857). Both with original mint bloom, nearly
uncirculated. (2)
$500

3992*
Germany, Prussia, Wilhelm I, (1861-1888), twenty mark
1887A, (KM.505). Nearly uncirculated, minor edge knock,
scarce.
$400

3988*
Germany, Saxony, Sophia (1582-1622), gold ducat, 1616,
obv. initials, rev. 'IHS', (KM.126, F.2642). Nearly very fine,
scarce.
$300
Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and previously Status International Sale 310
(lot 6564).

3993*
Germany, Prussia, Wilhelm II, twenty mark, 1889A (KM.516)
and 1910A (KM.521). Very fine; uncirculated. (2)
$700
Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, from Downies and Sherwood
(30/9/05).

3989*
Germany, Baden, Frederick, ten mark, 1881G (KM.264);
Turkey, one hundred kurush, AH1327, yr2 (KM.794). Very
fine; good very fine. (2)
$400
3994*
Germany, Prussia, Wilhelm II, (1888-1918), twenty mark
1908A, (KM.521). Extremely fine.
$300
3995
Germany, Prussia, Wilhelm II, twenty mark, 1910J (KM.521).
Very fine/extremely fine.
$350

3990*
Germany, Bavaria, Otto, (1886-1913), twenty mark, 1905D,
(KM.513). Extremely fine, scarce.
$400
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3996*
Germany, Prussia, Wilhelm II, (1888-1918), twenty mark
1913A, (KM.537). Nearly uncirculated.
$400

4001*
Hong Kong, proof one thousand dollars, 1997 (KM.71)
Return of Hong Kong to China. FDC.
$1,000
4002
Hungary, Franz Joseph, one hundred korona, 1908 (restrike)
(KM.491). Uncirculated. (2)
$2,800
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 70 (lot 2766).

3997*
Germany, Wurttemberg, Wilhelm II, (1891-1918), twenty
mark 1894F, (KM.632). Nearly uncirculated.
$500
4003
India, Western Ganges, Orissa, pagoda (F.689; M.702).
Nearly full on flan, extremely fine.
$300

3998*
Germany, Wurttemberg, Karl I, (1864-1891), twenty mark
1873F, (KM.622). Nearly extremely fine.
$400

4004
India, Vijgar, pagoda (F.377; M.898); also, elephant fanam
(fantasy). Very fine; extremely fine. (2)
$200

3999*
Greece, George I, twenty drachma, 1884A (KM.56) Good
extremely fine.
$400

4005*
India, Portuguese India, Manuel I (1495-1521), gold half
manuel or mea (240 reas), (1.42 g), (cf. Gomes 20.02). Very
fine and very rare.
$1,000

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale (lot 5067).

Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and previously from Noble Numismatics Sale
107 (lot 2450).

4000*
Greece, proof five thousand drachma, 1984 XXII Olympiad
(KM.146) (F.29). FDC.
$300

4006*
India, George V, sovereign, 1918I (KM.525A). Good
extremely fine.
$350
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4012*
Japan, two bu (1868), ni bu kin (C.21d) (0.23 fine gold,
3.0g). Good very fine.
$100

4007*
Iran, Shah Pahlavi, half pahlavi (AH 1337) (KM.1071).
Extremely fine.
$150

4008*
Italy, Firenze (Florence) Republic, (c.1189-1532), a modern
copy of a gold fiorino d'oro (florin), 21mm, (3.43 g), Sign
of a scorpion in a shield, cf.type struck 1340, obv. Ornate
lily of Florence + FLOR ENTIA, rev. Saint John the Baptist
standing facing, holding cross-tipped scepter and shield with
a scorpion within, around .S.IOHA NNES.B. (cf.Bernocchi
98; cf.MIR 3/1; cf.Biaggi 785 [symbol 112]; cf.Fr.275). Trace
of mounting on edge, otherwise about extremely fine.
$250

4013*
Japan, Manen (1860-7), Koban (ryo) (KM.C.22d) (F.17).
Extremely fine.
$900

4009
Italy, Venice, Lodovico Manin (1789-1797), gold zecchino,
(3.32 g), obv. DUX LVDOV MANIN, S.M.VENET, doge
kneeling before St Mark, both holding flag, rev. SIT T
XPE DAT Q TV REGIS ISTE DUCA, Christ in mandorla,
surrounded by stars (KM.C140, Pao. 14, [p.131]). Fine and
holed.
$140

4014*
Japan, five yen, Meiji year 31 (1898) (KM.Y.32). Obverse
polished, edge mounting marks, otherwise extremely fine.
$500

4010*
Italy, Victor Emanuel II, twenty lire, 1863T (KM.10.1).
Nearly uncirculated.
$300

4015*
Liberia, proof twenty dollars, 1997 (Princess Diana
memorial) (KM.417). FDC.
$200
4016
Malaysia, proof two hundred ringgit, 1976 (KM.18). In
wallet of issue, FDC.
$350

4011*
Italy, Vittorio Emanuelle III, gold one hundred lire, 1923R,
1st anniversary of Fascist Government, (KM.65). Extremely
fine and very rare.
$6,000

4017*
Mexico, twenty pesos, 1959 (KM.478). Uncirculated.
$750
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4022*
Netherlands, William III, ten gulden, 1875 (KM.105).
Uncirculated.
$300
4018*
Mexico, fifty pesos, 1947 restrike (KM.481). Uncirculated.
$1,800

Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and previously Status International Sale 310
(lot 6641).

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale (lot 1956).

4019*
Mexico, fifty pesos, 1947 restrike (KM.481). Uncirculated.
$1,800

4023*
Netherlands, William III, ten gulden, 1875 (KM.105);
Switzerland, twenty francs, 1947B (KM.35.2). Nearly
uncirculated. (2)
$600

4020
Mexico, fifty pesos, 1947 restrike (KM.481). Nearly
uncirculated.
$1,800
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 70 (lot 2276).

4024*
Norway, Oscar II, gold twenty kroner 1902, (KM.355).
Bright, nearly uncirculated, very scarce.
$600

4021*
Netherlands, Holland, William VI of Bavaria, (1404-17)
gold ecu d'or au chaise, (3.61 g), obv. GVILLELM : DVX
x / x COM x / x hOLAND : / : ZEL, Duke seated facing on
Gothic throne, a sword in his right hand and a shield with
quartered arms of Bavaria-Holland supported by his left,
all within a tressure of arches with trefoils in the spandrels,
rev. + XPC : VINCIT : XPC : REGNAT : XPC : INPERAT,
cross fleur in quadrilobe with leaves on cusps and trefoils in
spandrels, (Fr-112, Delm-731). Slightly bent flan, otherwise
very fine and rare.
$800
Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and previously Status International Sale 315
(lot 6777).
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4029*
Russia, Nicholas II, ten roubles, 1899 (KM.Y.64). Good
extremely fine.
$350

part

4030*
Russia, Nicholas II, ten roubles, 1899 (KM.64). Good very
fine. (2)
$700

4025*
Panama, Franklin Mint, proof gold five hundred balboas,
1976, 500th Anniversary Birth of Balboa (KM.42). In case
of issue with certificate, FDC.
$1,700

4031*
San Marino, Republic, ten lire 1925R, (3.22 g), (KM.7).
Brilliant uncirculated, rare.
$1,400

4026*
Peru, Republic, half libra, 1966 (KM.209). Uncirculated.
$200

4027*
Peru, one hundred sols, 1964 (KM.231). Uncirculated.
$2,200

4032*
South Africa, ZAR, Thomas Francois Burgers, pond, 1874,
long fine beard (KM.1.2). Has been swivel mounted and
sweated, otherwise fine and very rare, Mintage 695 pieces.
$4,000

4028*
Poland, ten zlotych, 1925 (KM.Y.32). Uncirculated.
$200
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4033*
South Africa, ZAR, Paul Kruger, half pond, 1892, double
shaft (KM.9.1). Traces of brilliance, nearly extremely fine
and rare thus.
$1,500

4036*
South Africa, ZAR, Paul Kruger, one pond, 1892, double
shaft (KM.10.1). A little rubbed, otherwise extremely fine
and scarce thus.
$1,000

Ex Western Australia Day Raffle Set, 1915, sold with fitted case with
'Transvaal Coins' ribbon across middle of lid, 'July 30, 1915; Tickets 1/Raffle in Aid of Meredith District Red Cross Fund Tickets 1/-' at top 'Western
Australia Day/For the Sick and Wounded Jul 30 1915 Tickets 1/-'.

Ex Western Australia Day Raffle Set, 1915.

See also lots 3706, 3709, 3715 and 4036.

4037*
South Africa, ZAR, Paul Kruger, one pond, 1893 (KM.10.2).
Nearly extremely fine and rare in this condition.
$1,250
In a slab by NGC as AU53.

4034*
South Africa, ZAR, Paul Kruger, half pond, 1893 (KM.9.2).
Surface marks, good very fine and very rare, the key date.
$6,000
In a slab by SANGS as XF40.

4035*
South Africa, ZAR, Paul Kruger, half pond, 1893 (KM.9.2).
Surface marks and obverse dent or punch mark, otherwise
very fine and very rare.
$4,000

4038*
South Africa, ZAR, pond, 1902, known as the Veld Pond
(KM.11). Has been sweated in a mount, top edge milling
recut, fine/very fine and rare.
$4,000

In a slab by PCGS as VF details surface damage.
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4043
South Africa, Republic, one tenth krugerrand, 2017 and
a one ounce silver krugerrand 2017, 50th anniversary of
krugerrands premium set with certificate. In lucite case and
box of issue, 079/500, FDC.
$500

4044*
Spain, Ferdinand VI, gold half escudo, 1759 Madrid
(KM.378). Good very fine.
$250
Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and previously from Noble Numismatics Sale
106 (lot 4250).

4045*
Spain, Charles III, two escudos, 1788M, Madrid mint,
(KM.417.1a). Nearly very fine/ very fine.
$500

4039*
South Africa, ZAR, one pond, 1902, contemporary forgery
by Meistle (cf KM.11). Uncirculated and very rare.
$2,000
In a slab by SANGS as High 'A' Forgery.

4046*
Spain, Isabel II, one hundred reales, 1862 (KM.605.1).
Extremely fine.
$400

4040*
South Africa, ZAR, Paul Kruger, modern replica of
Sammy Marks gold tickey or threepence, 1898 (2.45g)
(cf KM. PNA23). O bverse hairline scratch, otherwise
uncirculated.
$200
4041
South Africa, George V, sovereign 1925, 1928 and small head
1931 Pretoria (KM.A22). Nearly uncirculated. (3)
$1,050

4047*
Spain, Isabel II, one hundred reales, 1859 (KM.605.3).
Good very fine.
$370

4042*
South Africa, Republic, krugrerrand, 1983 (KM.73).
Uncirculated.
$1,500

4048*
Sweden, Oscar II, twenty kronor 1901EB, (KM.765).
Uncirculated.
$500

Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, from Australian Coin Auctions Sale
287 (lot 2123) (23/2/05).
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4049*
Sweden, Oscar II, five kronor 1901EB, (KM.766). Good
extremely fine, scarce.
$400

4055*
Switzerland, Republic, ten francs 1915B (KM.36). Nearly
uncirculated, scarce.
$160

4056
Timurid, 1530-1556, Humayun gold quarter ashrafi,
Badakhshan Mint, (A-A2464); Fiji, gold one dollar, Nero
Caesar, 2011, (0.5g), .999 proof. Very fine - uncirculated.
(2)
$100

4050*
Sweden, Oscar II, ten kronor 1901EB, (KM.767).
Uncirculated.
$300

Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and previously Status International Sale 310
(lot 6535, 6611).

4051*
Sweden, Gustaf V, five kronor 1920W, (KM.797). Good
extremely fine, scarce.
$150

4057*
Thailand, Rama IX, three hundred baht, (1968) (KM.89).
Uncirculated.
$400

4052*
Sweden, Gustaf V, twenty kronor 1925W, (KM.800).
Uncirculated, very scarce.
$1,000

4058*
Tonga, Tupou IV, Royal Mint proof one and five hau, 1981
(Royal Wedding Charles and Diana) (KM.75, 76). In case
of issue with certificate, FDC. (2)
$1,000

4053*
Switzerland, Republic, twenty francs 1883 (KM.31.1).
Extremely fine, scarce.
$350

4059
Trinidad and Tobago, proof one hundred dollars, 1976
(KM.37). In folder of issue with certificate, FDC.
$160

4054*
Switzerland, Republic, twenty francs 1886 (KM.31.3).
Extremely fine, scarce.
$350
461

4065*
USA, gold dollar, 1854, small Indian Princess head. Slightly
crinkled, otherwise very fine.
$200
part

4060*
Turkey, Abdul Hamid I, (A.H. 1187-1203) (A.D. 17741789), gold one and a half altin, Istanbul mint, A.H. 1187,
Regnal year 8 = A.D. 1782, (4.41 g), obv. and rev. within
sheaf borders, (KM.424) (illustrated); another gold zeri
mahbub year 1 (A.D. 1774), (2.57 g), (KM.416); Selim III,
(A.H. 1203-1222, A.D. 1789-1807), gold half zeri mahbub,
1203/15? (1.14 g), (KM.517). Mostly very fine, all holed.
(3)
$300

4066*
USA, five dollars or half eagle, 1881, Liberty head. Extremely
fine.
$370

4061
Turkey, Mahmud II (AH 1223-1255, A.D. 1808-1839),
gold two Rumi Altin, 1223/year 10 (4.68 g), (Qustantiniyah
(Constantinople mint), (KM.617); modern copies dated
1223/year 11 (3.03 g, 3.05 g), gold Hayriye altin, 1223/22,
(1.74 g) (KM.638); Cedid Mahmudiye (2), Qustantiniyah
(Constantinople mint), years of 1223/year 29 (2), (1.56 g,
1.53 g), (KM.645); other modern copies in low gold (10)
with weight total (9.86 g). Mostly fine - very fine, all holed.
(16)
$400

4067*
USA, five dollars or half eagle, 1901S, Liberty head. Good
very fine.
$370

4062
Turkey, Abdul Mejid, (A.H. 1255-1277, A.D. 1839-1861),
memduhiye altin dated 1255/year 3 (1.57 g), another year 4
(1.50 g), (KM.659) both struck at the Constantinople mint.
Very fine, both holed. (2)
$100

4068*
USA, five dollars or half eagle, 1913, Indian head. Nearly
extremely fine.
$450
Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, from Colonial Sale 23/7/05 (lot 409).

4063*
Ummayad, Hisham, (A.H. 105-125) (A.D. 724-743) or Al
Walid II, (A.H. 125-126) (A.D. 743-744), gold dinar, (4.21
g), anonymous dinar, no mint name (but probably Damascus
Mint), dated A.H. 125 = A.D. 742-743, (A.136, BMC 38a
[Vol.IX], W.245). Full flan, good very fine and very rare.
$500

4069*
USA, ten dollars or eagle, 1881, Liberty head. Minor surface
marks, otherwise extrmely fine.
$750

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 106 (lot 4742).

4064*
USA, gold dollar, 1853, Liberty head, type one. Good very
fine.
$200

4070*
USA, ten dollars or eagle, 1881, Liberty head. Nearly
extremely fine.
$700

Ex Terry Naughton Collection, from I.S.Wright 15/10/08.
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4071*
USA, ten dollars or eagle, 1881, Liberty head. Nearly
extremely fine.
$700

4075*
USA, twenty dollars or double eagle, 1927, St Gaudens.
Rim damage at 10 o'clock on obverse, otherwise nearly
uncirculated.
$1,500

4072*
USA, twenty dollars or double eagle, 1904, Liberty
head. Surface marks on the obverse, otherwise nearly
uncirculated.
$1,500

4076*
USA, proof gold one ounce, Liberty 1994. In case of issue
with certificate, FDC.
$1,500

4077
USA, proof gold one ounce, Liberty 1996. In case of issue
with certificate, FDC.
$1,500

4073*
USA, twenty dollars or double eagle, 1915S, St Gaudens.
Uncirculated.
$1,600
In a slab by PCGS as MS63.
Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, from Colonial Sale 26/2/05.

4078*
USA, one ounce fine gold fifty dollars Liberty eagle, 1999.
Gem uncirculated.
$1,500

4079
USA, Constitution two coin set, proof gold five dollar and
silver one dollar, 1987. In case of issue with certificate,
FDC.
$450
4074*
USA, twenty dollars or double eagle, 1927, St Gaudens.
Uncirculated.
$1,600

4080
USA, Bald Eagle Commemorative three coin set, proof gold
five dollars and silver one dollar and half dollar, 2008. In
case of issue with certificate, DFC.
$460
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WORLD HISTORICAL MEDALS

4081*
Vanuatu, proof one hundred vatu, 1997 (Prince William's
birth) (KM.39). FDC.
$200
4082
World gold coins, Australia two hundred dollar, 1984;
Germany, Prussia, ten mark, 1873B (on mount); Great
Britain, sovereign, 1906; South Africa, one tenth krugerrand,
1984. Very fine - uncirculated. (4)
$1,000

part

4088*
Argentine Air Force, Argentine Antarctica National
Meteorological Service medal, c1960s (2 identical, [both
30.5mm], one stamped on reverse for 900 fine silver [10.72g]
and another unstamped [10.84g]), with suspension loop,
obverse, map of Antarctica in the centre of an 8-pointed star
with an highlighted segment of Argentine territory, reverse,
three raised panels for inserting naming and year details.
Uncirculated. (2)
$100

4083
World gold coins, Germany, Wilhelm II, twenty mark,
1878A (KM.521); Great Britain, Elizabeth II, sovereign,
1958; Tonga, ten and twenty pa'anga, 1980 Rural Women's
Advancement (KM.65). Very fine - extremely fine. (4)
$750

With details of Argentine's Antarctica history.

4084
World gold coins, Elizabeth II, Royal Australian Mint, Royal
Mint and Royal Canadian Mint, Icons of the Commonwealth
three coin set, 2008 featuring Australia, proof fine gold
twenty five dollars Kangaroo at Sunset, Great Britain, proof
sovereign, Canada, bullion fine gold ten dollars Maple Leaf,
a total of 21.32gm of fine gold. In timber case of issue with
certificate number 1700, uncirculated - FDC. (3 coin set)
$1,000
4085
World gold coins, Elizabeth II, Royal Australian Mint, Royal
Mint and Royal Canadian Mint, Icons of the Commonwealth
three coin set, 2008 featuring Australia, proof fine gold
twenty five dollars Kangaroo at Sunset, Great Britain, proof
sovereign, Canada, bullion fine gold ten dollars Maple Leaf,
a total of 21.32gm of fine gold. In timber case of issue with
certificate number 0013, uncirculated - FDC. (3 coin set)
$1,000

4089*
Asia, Fisheries Relief Agency badges, date of issue unknown,
in gilt and enamel, both with the same legend in Chinese
characters, at the top right, 'Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry', at the top left, 'The Relief Agency', and at the
bottom, 'Fisheries Rehabilitation Materials Management
Office', the first has the initials, 'FRA' in the centre and
the second has the Chinese character for fish in the centre,
the first with a pin back as well as a short fob chain and
is numbered, '553', the second is with pin back and is
numbered, '833' and also has impressed Chinese characters
for 'Wen Zu'. Very fine. (2)
$50

4086
World gold coins, Elizabeth II, Royal Australian Mint, Royal
Mint and Royal Canadian Mint, Icons of the Commonwealth
three coin set, 2008 featuring Australia, proof fine gold
twenty five dollars Kangaroo at Sunset, Great Britain, proof
sovereign, Canada, bullion fine gold ten dollars Maple Leaf,
a total of 21.32gm of fine gold. In timber case of issue with
certificate number 1693, uncirculated - FDC. (3 coin set)
$900
4087
World gold coins, miniature replica coins in 8 carat gold
(16) plus brass Edward VII sovereign toy coin. Extremely
fine - uncirculated. (17)
$100

4090
Austria, Francis I, (1758-1835), mourning medal in bronze.
Attractively toned, prooflike.
$100

Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, from Roxbury Sale 23/5/02 (100
1035).

Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and previously Status International Sale 301
(lot 6920).
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4091*
Canada, British Columbia, Captain James Cook, R.N.F.R.S.
1728-1779, (1979), in pure copper, another in oxidised
bronze, and another in sterling silver (51mm), obverse,
bust of Cook right, reverse, H.M.S.Resolution at anchor
with mountains in background, below, 'Capt. Cook First
White/Man To Land In/British Columbia/At Nootka/1778'.
Uncirculated. (3)
$150

4093*
France, Marie de Medici, (1573-1642), Regency Established
medal in copper, (53mm, 68.15g), struck early 19th century,
obverse, bust right, reverse, Marie as Juno with rainbow and
peacock, (MBC Vol 11, 90). Attractive toning, extremely
fine.
$150
Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and previously Status International Sale 310
(lot 6842).

This medal was also issued in gold by Allan Klenman, Victoria, British
Columbia, who published his book 'The Faces of Captain Cook' in 1983
with a foreward by William J.Mira.

4094
France, Jacques Rousseau 1791, in bronze (35mm), by
Dumarest, original striking with edge inscription SE VEND.
A PARIS CHEZ MONNERON (PATENTE), obv. bust
facing left, rev. legend, (Hennin 306-308); Louis XVII,
The Dauphin, Proclaimed King by Royalists in Exile 1793,
in white metal (32mm), by Mainwaring, obv. bust facing
right, rev. legend (Hennin 558); Death of General Desaix at
Marengo 1800, in bronze (32mm), by Lienard, obv. facing
right, rev. legend (Bramsen 49), plain edge original striking.
Extremely fine or better. (3)
$100

Ex Wal Shannon Collection.

4095
France, Revolution of 1848, collection of medalets and
medals, (22-37mm), commemoratiing personalities and
events; also additional Napoleon I, Tomb of Napoleon,
undated, in bronze (14mm); Napoleon III Palais De
L'Exposition, 1855, in bronze (23.5mm); Louis Napoleon,
Souvenir of Funeral, 1879, in bronze (23mm); Menin Gate
in Remembrance Ypres, 1927, in bronze (31x26mm);
Germany, Foundation of Empire, 1870, in white metal
(41mm) by Drentwett, bust of Wilhelm I, rev. arms. Very
fine - extremely fine. (13)
$120

4092*
Denmark, Frederick IV (1699-1730), silver death medal
1730, (40mm, 29.2g), by P.Berg, (KM.528). Toned, very
fine, scarce.
$200
Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and previously Status International Sale 310
(lot 6835).

Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and previously from Noble Numismatics Sale
105 (lot 3687 [part], 3691 and 3696).
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4096
France, Vincent Van Gogh 1853-1890, (c1950s), in bronze
(62mm), by Paris Mint, edge impressed with a cornucopia
and the word Bronze, obverse bust of Van Gogh half facing
to left and with art brushes, reverse, samples of his work
and 5-lines of text starting from edge and moving towards
centre; Marcel Proust (Writer) 1871-1922, (c1950s), in
bronze (67.5mm), by Paris Mint, edge impressed with a
cornucopia and the word Bronze, obverse bust of Proust
half facing to left, reverse, 8-lines of text. In cases of issue,
uncirculated. (2)
$80

part

4098*
France, art nouveau sporting medals and plaques in bronze
and all unnamed, medals (50mm) by H.Demey, Swimming
(2 different designs); by E.Fraisse, Athletics (Running),
Cycling, Rowing, Swimming, Tennis (2 different designs); by
designer not indicated, Athletics (Long Jump), Swimming;
in bronze (48.5mm) by C.Charles, Cycling (Road Racing);
plaques in bronze (90x69mm) by H.Demey, Car Racing; in
bronze (91x70mm) by E.Fraisse, Rowing, Tennis; in bronze
(92x72mm with curved top) by E.Fraisse, Rowing, another
in bronze (92x71mm with curved top), Athletics (Running);
also small various shaped medals with suspension, includes
in gilt bronze for Diving, Lawn Bowls, in silvered bronze
includes Athletics (Hurdles) and another Athletics (Running),
these last four without designer indicated, all designs about
1930's period. Toned, otherwise mostly good very fine extremely fine. (19)
$200

4097
France, Nicolas-Theodore Olivier Bishop of Evreux memorial
medal, undated (1860), in bronze (51mm), by Borrel 1860,
obverse, bust of the bishop left, reverse, unidentified arms
featuring various symbols of a bishop; Leon Gambetta,
1832-1882 (1888), in bronze (70mm), by S.E.Vernier
1888, obverse, bust of Gambetta left, reverse, monument
to Gambetta with text. Good very fine. (2)
$100

4099*
Germany, Reformation, Augsburg, 300th Anniversary of
the Augsburg Confession 1830, (statement of the Lutheran
Faith by Melanchthon), in silver (34mm), by Neuss, obv.
busts of Luther and Melanchthon facing right, rev. Episcopal
residence at Augsburg, (Kat. Belli 2180, Zak 239). Good
extremely fine.
$100

4100*
Germany, Bavaria, Ottobeuren Abbey 1200 Years
Anniversary, 1964, in 900 fine gold (10.47g; 26mm). Matt
finish, uncirculated.
$450
Ex T.V.Holland Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 74 (lot 3808).
Tom Holland was privileged to be a member of the choir at the abbey during
his tenure in the municipality of Ottobeuren in Bavaria.

lot 4098 part
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4101*
Germany, 800 Years of the Leipzig Metropolis, 1965, in 900
fine gold (6.9g; 22mm). Uncirculated.
$300

4104*
Italy, Sardinia, Carlo Alberto, Death of Our Civil Servant
MDCCCXXXV (1835), in silver (35mm), by G. Galeazzi.
A few small edge marks, otherwise toned nearly extremely
fine.
$120

4102*
Germany, Prussia, in homage of the cities of Konigsberg and
Berlin to the new King Friedrich Wilhelm IV, 1840, in silver
(41mm), obverse, Friedrich Wilhelm IV head right, reverse,
Borussia kneeling before the king. Small nick in cheek,
otherwise nearly very fine.
$100

4105*
Italy, Sardinia, King Carlo Alberto, 1848, National
Representative, in silver (51mm), by G. Galeazzi, reverse
inscribed, 'Carli/Andrea/MDCCCXL VIII'. High relief and
attractively toned, extremely fine.
$300
4106
Italy, Vatican, Anti Papal satirical medal from 16-17th
Century, in cast bronze (27mm), obv. double portrait of the
Pope and the Devil, rev. double portrait of a cardinal and a
Jester; satirical medal of Clement XV (non-existent Pope) in
bronze (27mm), obv. bust facing left, rev. shields; Pope Leo
XII 1826, in gilt bronze (31mm), obv. bust left, rev. crossed
keys and tiara (Spink 2121); Pope Leo XII 26, in gilt bronze
(38mm), obv. bust left, rev. Holy door; Societe St. Vincent
de Paul 1889, in bronze (51mm), obv. bust facing left, rev.
incuse date in wreath. The first only fine but rare, others
good very fine or better. (5)
$80

4103*
Italy, Lombardy-Venetia, coronation medal in silver of
Ferdinand I and Maria Anna, 1838, (42mm), Loos Mint, by
A.L.Held C.Pfeuffer and G.Loos, obverse conjoined busts,
reverse Milan Cathedral. Gun metal toning with underlying
brilliance, nearly uncirculated and rare.
$150
Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and previously Status International Sale 301
(lot 7551).
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4110*
Netherlands, William of Orange, Unity commemorative,
1964, in 900 fine gold (34.98g; 38mm), in case. Hairlines
on obverse, otherwise uncirculated.
$1,500
4111
Pope John Paul II, an extensive collection in a cardboard box
of commemorative medals and Vatican coin sets relating to
Pope John Paul II, Vatican sets and related packaged sets
(16); single medals (some in silver) mostly with portraits of
the Pope, (112); boxed single medals and other memorabilia.
Very fine - uncirculated. (approx 130)
$300
Ex H.Owsinski Collection.

4107*
Italy, Vatican, Pope John Paul II, Yr XIV (1992) in gold (22ct,
53.5g, 44mm), reverse Columbus' discovery of the Americas,
edge inscribed 026/900. Uncirculated and rare.
$2,200
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 72 (lot 2818, part).

4108
Japan, British/Japanese friendship stick pin, crossed British
and Japanese flags in enamel and silver, with impressed mark
on reverse in Japanese characters, translation 'Osaka City'. In
Japanese timber maker's box, the front marked in Japanese
characters, translation 'Osaka Japan Commemorative', the
box very fine, pin extremely fine.
$50
Probably issued at Expo '70, the world fair held in Osaka, Japan between
15 March and 13 September 1970 where the theme of the Expo was
'Progress and Harmony for Mankind'. It was the most attended Expo in
history until surpassed by the attendance numbers at the Shanghai World
Expo in 2010.

4109
Japan, Liberal Democratic Party of Japan medals, undated,
in bronze, the first (70mm), obverse, Diet building, reverse,
lotus symbol with text below, the second (68mm), obverse,
opposing ho birds (phoenix) in centre, around edge
alternating doves and mythical animal, in the centre is a
raised ball holed with attached cord, reverse, plain with
impressed text, the Japanese and English text on both medals
spells out the name of the 'Party' as above. Very fine. (2)
$70

4112*
Russia, commemorative medal for the suppression of
Hungary and Transylvania, 1849, in bronze (65mm), design
by Fydor Tolstoy, engraved by Alexander Lyalin, obverse,
crowned two-headed eagle with Russian eagle decorated
shield and killing a three headed snake, all-seeing eye above,
reverse, 6-line inscription (Diakov 589.2). A few minor spots
of verdigris, extremely fine and rare.
$200
4113
Russian, and other European badges and emblems, appear
to be mainly c1950s-1980s, a very large selection, mostly
different, accumulated over many years. Stored in a 3-ring
binder, mostly very fine - uncirculated. (236)
$400
Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.

lot 4110
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4114*
Singapore, Prima Flour Mills 1961, in gold (22ct, 19.4g,
31mm), edge straight grained (or milled). Nearly FDC and
rare.
$800

part

4116*
South Africa, Kings and Queens of England Series, two
medals in 18ct gold (2x19.36g; 35mm), obverse of the
first features head of James II right and the second features
crowned head of young Elizabeth II right, both reverses
feature Britannia seated right and holding a laurel spray
(tot wt of 18ct gold 38.72g). The second in capsule in South
African Historical Mint case, FDC. (2)
$1,300

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 72 (lot 2810).

4117
Uruguay, 400th Anniversary of discovery of America 1892,
Celebrations in Montevideo, in white metal (59mm), by
S.J., obv. bust of Christopher Columbus facing half left,
with legend CRISTOBAL COLON, rev. standard design by
Pagliaghi as used on the USA medal, with figures representing
Civilization and the Indian. Good very fine and rare.
$70

part

4115*
South Africa, Coronation of Elizabeth II, 2-6-1953, set of
three in 15ct gold (19.04g), silver and bronze (all 32mm);
another set of two, identical as previous in silver and bronze,
the obverse design is identical being a crowned bust of
Elizabeth II right and each metal has a different design on
the reverse, the gold with flower in centre, silver with four
buffaloes and antelopes around a central tree and the bronze
with a game bird killing a snake. Each set in its own South
African Mint case, foxing on lid lining of cases, all toned
except gold, otherwise uncirculated. (2 sets)
$550

4118*
British South Africa Company Rifle Competition Medal,
undated, in silver (35mm), uniface and unnamed. Nicely
toned, very fine.
$100
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4120*
USA, Comitia Americana (American Congress) Series,
William Washington at the Battle of Cowpens, 1781, in
bronze (46mm) (Betts 594), by Duvivier, plain edge original
striking. Good extremely fine and rare.
$300

4119*
Switzerland, medal for Zurich and its Bailiwicks and Cantons,
1714, in silver (52mm), by Hans Jacob Gessner, obverse,
facing rampant lions, one holding sword and the other a
palm branch, shield between them, around RESPVBLICA
TIGVRINA, reverse, arms of 25 cantons on the outside and
18 bailiwicks on the inside, these around a central disc with
the legend, 'NUMINE/PROPITIO/ PATRIA/FLORET' (By
God's Grace The Fatherland Flourishes) (South Kensington
Swiss Collection No.3 [p.565-6]). A few edge bumps,
otherwise very fine and scarce.
$100

4121*
USA, Benjamin Franklin, 1786, in bronze (41mm), by Dupre.
Small planchet flaw on top reverse, otherwise extremely
fine.
$120
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4126
USA, Centenary of American Methodism 1866, in white
metal (51mm) by W Key, obv. bust of Wesley facing left,
rev. legend; another 1866 in bronze (30mm), obv. bust of
Ashbury, rev. legend; Centenary of methodist Episcopal
Church 1884, in gilt bronze (36mm), obv. bust of Ashbury,
rev. bust of M Simpson; Bicententary of William Penn's
Treaty 1882, in bronze (31mm), Lovett's Token, obv. scene
with Penn and Indians, rev. legend; Willam Penn Bicentenary
1882, in white metal (32mm), obv. figure of Penn, rev. Penn's
house. Extremely fine. (5)
$100

4122*
USA, Cercle Brittanique, Paris, 1834, in bronze (53mm),
by Rogat, obverse, co-joined portraits of Washington,
Kosciusko and Lafayette (Rulau/Fuld 196). Good extremely
fine and lacquered.
$300

4127*
USA, U.S. Customs Inspector's hat badge, c1950s, in gilt
silvered and enamel, numbered on reverse at top, 6088.
Very fine.
$100

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 76 (lot 2296) and H.P. Whittle (and probably
ex Tom Hill) Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 65 (lot 2351).

4123
USA, Abraham Lincoln, 1860, white metal by Key, 38mm,
obv. bust of Abraham Lincoln to right, rev. The People's/
Choice/1860/ Freedom and Protection/ across Lincoln and
Hamlin, (Sullivan AL.1860-12); Cincinnati 1871, white
metal, 25mm., obv. Davidson Fountain, rev. to the people of
Cincinnati 1871, Tyler Davidson and Henry Probasco. First
holed as usual, otherwise fine - very fine. (2)
$80

4128
World medals, France, Comitia Province, recognition of
work by financier Stephano Michaeli Bouret, 1747, a restrike
in bronze (74mm), obverse, arms of Comitia Province,
reverse, 15-lines of text; Germany, Paul V. Breitenbach,
1914, in iron (50mm), by Lewin Funcke, obverse, bust of
Breitenbach left, legend around with two Iron Crosses at
end, reverse, Mercury right, holding torch and sword with
winged railroad wheel behind his right foot; Netherlands,
Amsterdam prize medal, undated (c1860-1870s), in silver
(55mm), by J.Elion, obverse, arms of Amsterdam and above,
'Ingenio Arti Virtuti' (the virtue of ability in art), reverse,
wreath featuring various fields of endeavour including the
arts, centre plain for inserting recipients name; USA, George
Washington, undated, in gilt bronze (50mm), obverse, facing
bust of Washington, reverse, USA symbol of eagle with shield
superimposed, 'President of the United States of America'
at top and at bottom '1st Inaugurated April 30th 1789';
Uruguay, Inauguration of the Port Works at Montevideo,
1910, in bronze (69mm), by R.Gregon, obverse, President
Don Claudio Williman bust left, reverse, scene of ships
in port. First extremely fine; second in box of issue, this
damaged, medal extremely fine; third hairlines, otherwise
good very fine; fourth with some rubbing on high spots,
good very fine; last in case of issue, catch not working, medal
extremely fine. (5)
$100

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 71 (lot 3830).

4124
USA, Civil War, Medal of the Union, c1865, copper (45mm),
obverse busts of Generals Grant, Sherman, Sherlock and
Logan, reverse E Pluribus Unum, eagle arms flag etc. Very
fine.
$80
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 71 (lot 3831).

4125
USA, Pro-German Support early in first World War 1915,
in bronze (38mm), by Whitehead and Hoag, obv. widow
and children, rev. Iron Cross and hands joined in friendship;
Washington Society Friendly Sons of St. Patricks n.d., in silver
(34mm), obv. figure with cross, rev. Irishman and Indian
shaking hands; and medalets 25 to 32mm for opening of the
Brooklyn Bridge, Norwegian Building at Columbian Expo
1893, Lindbergh Flight New York-Paris and Chamberlain
Flight New York-Berlin 1927, East-West Atlantic Flight
1928, Thomas Edison 1947. Good very fine or better. (7)
$100
471

4129
World medals, France, Paris, The Fire Union Centenary, 1928,
in bronze (69mm), by Niclaus, obverse, Minerva body facing
with head to right and map of world behind, reverse, Fire
Union building at 5 Place Vendome, Paris; French Territories,
Credit Foncier of Algeria and Tunisia Fiftieth Anniversary of
Foundation, 1930, in bronze (64mm) (Maier.257), obverse,
Arab woman in the field with her arms full of flowers, at
the left a ploughing scene and to the right Bedouins with
camel, reverse, view of Algiers and its port, above is legend
in Arabic and at left and right in cartouches, 1880/1930;
Great Britain, London Gardens Guild Exhibition, undated
(1933), in bronze (38mm), by Vaughton, Birm, obverse,
exhibition building with flowers below, reverse, wreath and
inside, Awarded/To, unnamed, in case of issue with card,
'This Medal is awarded to (Mrs A.R.Tady) for an exhibit of
(Table Decoration Bought flowers) Date (9th Sept. 1933)';
Italy, Milan, 25th Anniversary of Ferdinando and Claudina
Bocconi, 1893, in bronze (53mm), by A.Donzelli, obverse,
facing busts of Ferdinando and Claudina Boccinin, reverse, 9lines of commemorative text; Cardinal De La Rochefovcauld,
undated, cast copy in bronze (65mm), obverse, bust of
Cardinal right, reverse, basilica upon rocks with Latin legend
above (meaning, this firm [church] set in stone); Vatican,
Pope Pius IX, 1875, in silver (44mm), by I.Bianchi, obverse,
bust of Pope left, reverse, Hospice for the Poor. First with
several scratches in obverse field and hairlines on reverse,
otherwise extremely fine; second with test mark on reverse
edge, otherwise good very fine; third with cover on case
damaged, medal with slight rub on a high spot, otherwise
uncirculated; fourth and fifth very fine; the last with small
edge bump, otherwise good very fine. (6)
$140

4131
World fire brigade medals, Great Britain, Queen Victoria's
Golden Jubilee, 1887, in bronze (34mm square cross),
suspension pin in form of a fire helmet and embossed
thereon, 'F.B.A./Windsor/June 23rd 1887'; Hornsey Fire
Brigade Service Medal, 1897, handcrafted cross design in
silver (35mm square), with affixed silver clasps for 5 Years
Service (4) and brooch suspension bar for 10 Years Service,
obverse, in centre is engraved a vintage fire wagon, reverse
inscribed, 'Borough of Hornsey/Fire Brigade/10 Years/
Service Medal/Station Officer/W.P.Dixon/1st October/1897';
Association of Professional Fire Brigade Officers Long Service
Medal, in silver (38mm), with suspension brooch bar for
Twenty Years, edge inscribed, 'Second Officer W.L.Lawson.
1935'; London Fire Brigade medallion, uniface in silver with
hallmarks (38mm); London Fire Brigade hat badge; also
Coronation 1911 medallion in bronze (38mm); two bronze
suspensions with ribbon but no medals; USA, Hudson Valley
Vol. Firemen's Assn, Delegate 15th Annual Convention
medal, 1904, in gilt bronze (47x53mm), unnamed; Southern
N.Y. Vol. Firemens Assn, Delegate 17 Annual Convention,
in gilt bronze and enamel (43x54.5mm), unnamed. The
first three medals and the 1911 medallion all with tape or
lacquer residue on reverse, otherwise fine - extremely fine.
(10 pieces)
$150

4132
World medals, Union Interparlamentaria badge, for
Conference at Mallorca in 1967, in gilt and enamel (30.5mm)
(2, one with lapel lug and one with pin back), features arms
of City of Palma de Mallorca . Uncirculated. (2)
$50
The Inter Parliamentary Union is a global institution established in 1889
for co-operation between parliaments of member states. It has permanent
observer status at the United Nations. The national parliaments of 170
countries are members and 11 regional parliamentary assemblies are
associate members.

4133
World medals and medalets, including Australia, Captain
Cook Bicentenary, 1970 (C.1970/2 aluminium, /23 gilt, /33
gilt); France, proof silver medal by Franklin Mint (39mm),
c1976, obverse, Johnny Weissmuller, Paris 1924; Great
Britain, 1816-1977, assorted medalets in various metals
(40), including coronations, jubilees, anniversaries; New
Zealand, James Cook Bicentenary, 1969, in bronze (33mm);
Royal Tour, 1977, in aluminium (42mm); City of Auckland,
2000, in gilt (35mm); Anzac Day 2000, in brass (30mm);
Vatican, commemorative high relief medals, c1950, in pewter
(50mm)(3) with Papal Coats of Arms on reverse, Pius IX
1846-1878, Pope St Pius IX, 1903-1914, Pope Benedict XV,
1914-1922. Good - nearly uncirculated. (51)
$200

4130
World medals, Great Britain, City of Liverpool Heritage
Award, undated, in bronze with suspension and ribbon,
unnamed; London Small-Bore Rifle Association, (1965), in
gilt bronze and enamel (32mm), reverse inscribed, '1965/
Cornish/Wimbledon Park/Winners'; Portsmouth and District
Rifle League, (1930), in silver with scroll suspension, reverse
inscribed, 'Div.II./1930/1.'; also Switzerland, Payerne Society
of Target Shooters medal in silver and enamel, c1940s,
by Huguenin, Locle, with brooch suspender 'Distinction'
(brooch pin missing). Very fine - uncirculated. (4)
$70
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4134
World medals, Belgium, Memorial to Leopold II, 1865-1909,
in bronze (60mm), by Paul Fisch; Canada, Confederation,
Ontario, 1967, in bronze (36mm), Manitoba Centenary,
1970, in silvered bronze (36mm); India, Hindu Buddhist
medal, undated, in silver (24mm), obverse, Sri Shukra
(Venus) Yantra and Ganesha elephant head God, reverse,
Om sacred symbol; Italy, Papal States, Pope John Paul II
medals, c1983, in silvered bronze (all 35mm) (4 different),
also Innocent XII, silver testone (thirty baiocchi), 1698
(KM.606), with pierced hole at top edge for suspension; USA,
Oklahoma 50th Anniversary, 1957, in bronze (31.5mm).
Good - nearly uncirculated. (10)
$60

4135
World Captain Cook medals, Canada, British Columbia,
Captain Cook Bicentennial medal, 1978, uniface in bronze
(38mm), with suspension and neck ribbon, unnamed;
Captain Cook Bicentennial, 1978,uniface decagon in silvered
and acrylic (?) (68mm), with display stand; Sea Festival
Commemorative Dollars, set of five, 1978, in cupro nickel
(37.5mm), in folder with booklet map; USA, Hawaii, Captain
James Cook Explorer of Hawaii, Islands of Paradise, 2006, in
silver (?) (50mm), obverse, a plaque with inscribed number,
'078'; Captain James Cook Discoverer The Hawaiian Islands,
(1978), proof set of three in silver (20.5mm), one with reverse
design for Resolution ship's wheel 'Kona Coast Bank', one
with reverse design for Atlantis, and another with plain
reverse, in pack of issue by The Hawaiian Mint. The last set
with some toning and one coin with a few spots but scarce,
otherwise uncirculated - FDC. (3 + 2 sets)
$100
Ex Wal Shannon Collection.

4136
The Treasures of the Aztecs, in sterling silver with gold
overlay. In frame and slip-case of issue, FDC. (12)
$250

4137
The Treasures of the Renaissance, complete set of eighty one
ounce sterling silver medals by the Franklin Mint, 1975 in
a custom made display cabinet on stand, sold with book of
descriptions as published. FDC. (80)
$1,500
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